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Abstract—Scheduling distributed applications modeled as di-
rected, acyclic task graphs to run on heterogeneous compute
networks is a fundamental (NP-Hard) problem in distributed
computing for which many heuristic algorithms have been
proposed over the past decades. Many of these algorithms
fall under the list-scheduling paradigm, whereby the algorithm
first computes priorities for the tasks and then schedules them
greedily to the compute node that minimizes some cost function.
Thus, many algorithms differ from each other only in a few
key components (e.g., the way they prioritize tasks, their cost
functions, where the algorithms consider inserting tasks into
a partially complete schedule, etc.). In this paper, we propose
a generalized list-scheduling algorithm that allows mixing and
matching different task prioritization and greedy node selection
schemes to produce 72 unique algorithms. We benchmark these
algorithms on four datasets to study the individual effect of
different algorithmic components on performance and runtime.

Index Terms—scheduling, task graph, workflow, benchmarking

I. INTRODUCTION

Task graph scheduling is a fundamental problem in dis-
tributed computing. Essentially, the goal is to assign com-
putational tasks to different compute nodes in such a way
that minimizes/maximizes some performance metric (e.g., total
execution time, energy consumption, throughput, etc.). In this
paper, we will focus on the task scheduling problem concern-
ing heterogeneous task graphs and compute networks with the
objective of minimizing makespan (total execution time) under
the related machines model1. As this problem is NP-hard [1]

This work was supported in part by Army Research Laboratory under
Cooperative Agreement W911NF-17-2-0196. The authors acknowledge the
Center for Advanced Research Computing (CARC) at the University of
Southern California for providing computing resources that have contributed to
the research results reported within this publication. URL: https://carc.usc.edu.

1In the related machines model, if the same task executes faster one some
compute node n1 than on node n2, then n1 must execute all tasks faster than
n2 (n1 is strictly faster than n2). The related machines model as it pertains
to the task scheduling problem we study in this paper is described further in
Section I-A.

and also not polynomial-time approximable within a constant
factor [2], many heuristic algorithms have been proposed.
One of the most popular paradigms for heuristic scheduling
algorithms is the list-scheduling paradigm. Essentially, list-
scheduling algorithms involve the following steps:

1) Compute a priority for each task such that every task has
a higher priority than its dependents.

2) Greedily schedule tasks in order of their computed pri-
orities (from highest to lowest) to run on the node that
minimizes/maximizes some predefined cost function.

Thus, many list scheduling algorithms differ only in a few
algorithmic components (e.g., their prioritization functions,
their cost functions, where the algorithms consider inserting
tasks into an existing schedule, etc.). In this paper, we propose
a general parametric scheduler (extending SAGA [3], an open-
source python library for comparing task scheduling algo-
rithms) that allows us to mix-and-match different algorithmic
components and evaluate how they individually contribute
to a list-scheduling algorithm’s performance and runtime.
Interestingly, we find that many new algorithms (composed
of previously unstudied combinations of algorithmic compo-
nents) are pareto-optimal with respect to performance and
runtime. We also report the average effects that both individual
components and combinations of different components have
on performance and runtime, presenting evidence that the way
algorithmic components interact with each other is problem-
dependent (i.e., depends on the task graph structure, whether
or not the application is communication or computation heavy,
etc.).

A. Problem Definition

Let us denote the task graph as G = (T,D), where T is the
set of tasks and D contains the directed edges or dependencies
between these tasks. An edge (t, t′) ∈ D implies that the
output from task t is required input for task t′. Thus, task
t′ cannot start executing until it has received the output of
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task t. This is often referred to as a precedence constraint.
For a given task t ∈ T , its compute cost is represented by
c(t) ∈ R+ and the size of the data exchanged between two
dependent tasks, (t, t′) ∈ D, is c(t, t′) ∈ R+. Let N = (V,E)
denote the compute node network, where N is a complete
undirected graph. V is the set of nodes and E is the set of
edges. The compute speed of a node v ∈ V is s(v) ∈ R+

and the communication strength between nodes (v, v′) ∈ E
is s(v, v′) ∈ R+. Under the related machines model [4], the
execution time of a task t ∈ T on a node v ∈ V is c(t)

s(v) , and
the data communication time between tasks (t, t′) ∈ D from
node v to node v′ (i.e., t executes on v and t′ executes on v′)
is c(t,t′)

s(v,v′) .
The goal is to schedule the tasks on different compute nodes

in such a way that minimizes the makespan (total execution
time) of the task graph. Let A denote a task scheduling
algorithm. For a given a problem instance (N,G) which
represents a network/task graph pair, a schedule is a set of
tuples of the form (t, v, r, e) where t ∈ T , v ∈ V is the node
on which task t is scheduled to run, r ∈ R+ is the start time,
and e ∈ R+ is the end time. A valid schedule S must satisfy
the following properties

• All tasks must be scheduled exactly once:

∀t ∈ T, ∃(t, v, r, e) ∈ S

∀(t, v, r, e), (t′, v′, r′, e′) ∈ S, t = t′

⇒ (v, r, e) = (v′, r′, e′)

• All tasks must have valid start and end times:

∀(t, v, r, e) ∈ S, e− r =
c(t)

s(v)

• Only one task can be scheduled on a node at a time (i.e.,
their start/end times cannot overlap):

∀(t, v, r, e), (t′, v′, r′, e′) ∈ S, e ≤ r′ ∨ e′ ≤ r

• A task cannot start executing until all of its dependencies
have finished executing and their outputs have been
received at the node on which the task is scheduled:

∀(t, v, r, e), (t′, v′, r′, e′) ∈ S, (t, t′) ∈ D

⇒ e+
c(t, t′)

s(v, v′)
≤ r′

Figure 1 depicts an example problem instance (task graph
and network) and solution (schedule). We define the makespan
of a schedule S as the time at which the last task finishes
executing:

m(S) = max
(t,v,r,e)∈S

e

Because the problem of minimizing makespan is NP-hard
for this model [1], many heuristic algorithms have been pro-
posed. Traditionally, these heuristic algorithms are evaluated
on a set of problem instances and compared against other
algorithms based on their makespan ratio, which for a given
problem instance (N,G) is the makespan of the schedule
produced by the algorithm divided by the minimum makespan

of the schedules produced by the baseline algorithms. Let
SA,N,G denote the schedule produced by algorithm A on
problem instance (N,G). Then the makespan ratio of an
algorithm A against a set of baseline algorithms A1,A2, . . .
for a problem instance (N,G) can be written

m (SA,N,G)

min {m (SA1,N,G) ,m (SA2,N,G) ,m (SA3,N,G) , . . .}
.

Makespan ratio is a commonly used concept in the task
scheduling literature [5], [6]. It is common to measure the
makespan ratios of an algorithm (against a set of baseline
algorithms) for a dataset of problem instances. System design-
ers use this technique, called benchmarking, to decide which
algorithm(s) best support(s) their application. In this paper, we
study how algorithmic components affect both the makespan
and runtime (amount of time an algorithm takes to produce a
schedule). Let rA(N,G) denote the amount of time it takes to
produce a schedule (on a particular system) using algorithm
A. Then, the runtime ratio of an algorithm A against a set of
baseline algorithms A1,A2, . . . for a problem instance (N,G)
can be written

rA (N,G)

min {rA1
(N,G) , rA2

(N,G) , rA3
(N,G) , . . .}

.

In reality, the actual runtime of an algorithm even on a
particular instance is not deterministic (due, for example,
to background processes running on the system). Thus, the
runtime ratios reported in this paper should be interpreted
as estimated runtime ratios, rather than absolute deterministic
values (unlike the makespan ratios).

B. Contributions
The main contributions of this work are:
• Proposes an open-source generalized parametric list

scheduling algorithm that allows mixing and matching
of different algorithmic components.

• Reports benchmarking results for 72 algorithms produced
by combining five different algorithmic components on
20 publicly available datasets.

• Reports both individual and combined effects of different
algorithmic components on average performance and
runtime across all datasets.

• Reports both individual and combined effects of different
algorithmic components on performance and runtime for
each individual dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
survey related work in comparing task scheduling algorithms
and algorithmic components of such algorithms. Then, in Sec-
tion III we present our methodology for comparing different
algorithmic components and the generalized parametric list
scheduling algorithm for doing so. In Section IV we report
benchmarking results for 72 algorithms created by combining
five different types of algorithmic components. We study the
effects that individual components have on performance and
runtime and their interactions with other components. Finally,
in Section V we conclude the paper with a summary of the
contributions and directions for future work.
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Fig. 1: Example problem instance and schedule.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing approaches to comparing task scheduling algo-
rithms mostly involve benchmarking, whereby a set of al-
gorithms is evaluated on one or more datasets and various
performance metrics are reported for comparison. One of the
most common metrics (and the one used in this paper) is the
makespan ratio (also called schedule length ratio) which is the
makespan, or total execution time, of the schedule produced
by an algorithm for a given problem instance normalized by
the minimum makespan produced by any of the algorithms
being evaluated. Other metrics often reported include speedup
(how many times larger the makespan would be if the algo-
rithm scheduled all tasks to run on a single node), efficiency
(average speedup per node), frequency that the algorithm is
the best algorithm among those being evaluated, and slack (a
measurement of schedule robustness) [7].

Among the many notable benchmarking efforts in the liter-
ature, one study [8] benchmarks 15 scheduling algorithms and
even discusses many of the algorithmic components that we

consider in this paper, including Assigning Priorities to Nodes
(tasks), Insertion vs. Non-Insertion, and Critical-Path-Based
vs. non Critical-Path-Based. They evaluate on different task
graphs: Peer Set Graphs and Random Graphs without studying
the effects of these components on performance. Another
evaluation [9] evaluates eleven algorithms for independent
non-communicating tasks with uniformly random costs and
heterogeneous compute nodes with uniformly random speeds
and yet another [7] evaluates six algorithms on randomly
generated application graphs and real-world application graphs
(FFT, Gaussian Elimination, Montage, and Epigenomics Sci-
entific Workflow). Metaheuristic algorithms like simulated
annealing and genetic algorithms have also been evaluated
using a similar methodology [10]. A comprehensive evalua-
tion of 31 list scheduling algorithms produced by combining
different algorithmic components has been conducted [6] (the
same paper also presents results for cluster scheduling which
group tasks into clusters before scheduling them), reporting
useful benchmarking results but do nothing regarding effect



that individual algorithmic components have on performance.
Unfortunately, many of the existing comparison efforts are also
difficult to reproduce since the datasets typically not publicly
available and/or the scheduler implementations are not open-
sourced.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to
evaluate the performance of all possible combinations of a
set of algorithmic components and use the results to study the
individual and combined effects these components have on the
performance (makespan ratio) and runtime of list-scheduling
algorithms.

III. A GENERALIZED LIST-SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

To study the effects of individual algorithmic components in
list-scheduling algorithms, we extended SAGA [3] (a python
library for comparing task graph scheduling algorithms) with a
generalized parametric scheduling algorithm that allows users
to specify the following algorithmic components:

• Priority Function: Function used to determine the order
in which to schedule tasks.

• Comparison Function: Function used to determine which
node to schedule a task to.

• Insertion-based vs. append-only scheduling: Insertion-
based algorithms insert tasks into the earliest sufficiently
large window (on a particular node) in an existing sched-
ule. Append-only algorithms only consider scheduling
tasks after the last currently scheduled task finishes on a
particular node.

• Critical path reservation vs. no reservation: Whether or
not the algorithm commits to scheduling all tasks on the
critical path — the longest (with respect to node/edge
weights) chain of tasks in the task graph — on the fastest
compute node 2.

• Sufferage vs. no-sufferage consideration: Sufferage
schedulers [11] consider the top 2 highest-priority task
in each iteration, choosing to schedule the one for which
scheduling on the second-best node would cause the
greatest detriment (with respect to the comparison func-
tion).

The algorithm works first by using the configured priority
function to determine the order in which to schedule tasks.
The priority function takes the problem instance (network/task
graph pair) as input and returns a sequence of tasks. In
each iteration, the algorithm uses the comparison function
and whether or not the algorithm is using insertion-based or
append-only scheduling to decide which node it should sched-
ule a task on. In insertion-based scheduling, the scheduler
finds, for each node, the earliest window of time for which
the node is idle and the window is large enough for the
task to execute (taking into account communication delays
for dependency data transfer). In the append-only scheme, the
scheduling algorithm only considers scheduling tasks after the

2This is consistent with the original definition [5] of critical path and
critical path reservation for the task scheduling problem we study in this
paper (fully heterogeneous, related machines model) but may not be for other
task scheduling varaints (e.g., for the unrelated machines model)

last currently scheduled task on a node finishes executing.
Once the algorithm computes the candidate start/end times
for the task on each candidate node, it uses the comparison
method to choose which node to select. The comparison
function may consider the candidate task’s start time, end time,
and/or other information to make this decision. If the algorithm
is a sufferage scheduler, then the comparison function is
used identify the best and the second-best node on which to
schedule the task and then used again to quantify the candidate
task’s sufferage: the difference in quality between scheduling
on the second-best and best node. The algorithm then chooses
to schedule the task the highest sufferage value (the idea being
that not scheduling this task on its preferred node is more
detrimental) and returns the other task to the queue.

The priority and comparison functions are very general
algorithmic components for which there are many possible
implementations. In this paper, we consider the following
implementations of each algorithmic component:

• Priority Function (initial priority)
– UpwardRank: the priority function used in the HEFT

scheduling algorithm [5]
– CPoPRank: the priority function used in the CPoP

scheduling algorithm [5]
– ArbitraryTopological: an arbitrary topological sort of

the task graph
• Comparison Function (compare)

– EFT: (Earliest Finish Time): schedules tasks to the
node on which the task can finish the soonest

– EST (Earliest Start Time): schedules tasks to the node
on which the task can start the soonest

– Quickest: schedules tasks to the node on which it
executes in the least amount of time

• Insertion-based vs. append-only scheduling (append only
= True or False)

• Critical path reservation vs. no reservation (critical path
= True or False)

• Sufferage vs. no-sufferage consideration (sufferage =
True or False)

Algorithms 1,2, and 3 implement the EFT, EST, and Quick-
est comparison functions, respectively. Algorithms 4 and 5
implement functionality for append-only and insertion-based
scheduling. Implementations for the priority functions are
not included. Details for the UpwardRank and CPoPRank
priority functions can be found in the original paper they
were proposed in [5]. Finally, Algorithm 6 represents the full
parametric scheduling algorithm and uses the functions defined
in Algorithms 1-5.

The combinations of these algorithmic components al-
low for 72 unique scheduling algorithms. We evaluated
each of these on twenty datasets based on four task graph
structures (chains, in trees, and out trees, cycles) and five
communication-to-computation ratios, or CCRs, (CCR 1/5,
1/2, 1, 2, 5) for each. Each in trees, out trees, and chains
datasets consists of 100 randomly generated network/task
graph pairs following a common methodology used in the lit-



Algorithm 1 Earliest Finish Time Compare Algorithm

1: function EFT((start, end), (start′, end′))
inputs: (start, end) ∈ R2 ▷ start/end time of first candidate task

(start′, end′) ∈ R2 ▷ start/end time of second candidate task
2: return end− end′ ▷ < 0 iff the first task is better (finishes earlier) than the second task
3: end function

Algorithm 2 Earliest Start Time Compare Algorithm

1: function EST((start, end), (start′, end′))
inputs: (start, end) ∈ R2 ▷ start/end time of first candidate task

(start′, end′) ∈ R2 ▷ start/end time of second candidate task
2: return start− start′ ▷ < 0 iff the first task is better (starts earlier) than the second task
3: end function

Algorithm 3 Quickest Execution Time Compare Algorithm

1: function EST((start, end), (start′, end′))
inputs: (start, end) ∈ R2 ▷ start/end time of first candidate task

(start′, end′) ∈ R2 ▷ start/end time of second candidate task
2: return (end− start)− (end′ − start′) ▷ < 0 iff the first task is better (executes faster) than the second task
3: end function

Algorithm 4 Append-only available window finding algorithm

1: function GETOPENWINDOWAPPENDONLY(u, t)
2: Let est be the finish time of the last task scheduled on node u (0 if no tasks scheduled on u)
3: Let dat be the minimum time at which all data from task t dependencies can be available on node u
4: start← max{est, dat}
5: end← start+ c(t)

s(u)

6: return (start, end)
7: end function

Algorithm 5 Insertion-based available window finding algorithm

1: function GETOPENWINDOWINSERTIONBASED(u, t)
2: T ← list of tasks scheduled on node u in order of start time
3: if T is empty then return GETOPENWINDOWAPPENDONLY(()u, t)
4: end if
5: Let dat be the minimum time at which all data from task t dependencies can be available on node u
6: for task t′ scheduled on node u do ▷ iterate in order of task start time
7: Let est be the time that task t′ finishes
8: start← max{est, dat}
9: end← start+ c(t)

s(u)

10: if end ≤ start time of next task in T or t is the last task in T then return (start, end)
11: end for
12: end function



Algorithm 6 Generalized Parametric Scheduling Algorithm

parameters: GETPRIORITY ∈ {UPWARDRANKING, CPOPRANKING, ARBITRARYTOPOLOGICAL}
COMPARE ∈ {EFT, EST, QUICKEST}
append only ∈ {0, 1}
sufferage ∈ {0, 1}
critical path ∈ {0, 1}

1: Initialize empty schedule S
2: Compute priority for each task in G using Priority Function
3: Sort tasks in descending order of priority
4: if append only then
5: Let GETWINDOW ← GETOPENWINDOWAPPENDONLY
6: else
7: Let GETWINDOW ← GETOPENWINDOWINSERTIONBASED
8: end if
9: while unscheduled tasks exist do

10: initialize best and second best to arbitrary nodes
11: Let t be the unscheduled task with highest priority
12: for u ∈ V do
13: if COMPARE(GETWINDOW(t, u), GETWINDOW(t, best)) < 0 then
14: second best← best
15: best← u
16: else if COMPARE(GETWINDOW(t, u), GETWINDOW(t, second best)) < 0 then
17: second best← u
18: end if
19: end for
20: if sufferage and there are at least two unscheduled tasks then
21: initialize best′ and second best′ to arbitrary nodes
22: Let t′ be the unscheduled task with second-highest priority
23: for u ∈ V do
24: if COMPARE(GETWINDOW(t′, u), GETWINDOW(t′, best′)) < 0 then
25: second best′ ← best′

26: best′ ← u
27: else if COMPARE(GETWINDOW(t′, u), GETWINDOW(t′, second best′)) < 0 then
28: second best′ ← u
29: end if
30: end for
31: sufferage t←COMPARE((t, second best), (t, best))
32: sufferage t′ ←COMPARE((t′, second best′), (t′, best′))
33: if sufferage t′ > sufferage t then
34: t, best← t′, best′

35: end if
36: end if
37: Add (t, start, end, best) to S
38: end while
39: return S



erature [12]. In-trees and out-trees are generated with between
2 and 4 levels (chosen uniformly at random), a branching
factor of either 2 or 3 (chosen uniformly at random), and
node/edge-weights drawn from a clipped Gaussian distribution
(mean: 1, standard deviation: 1/3, min: 0, max: 2). Parallel
chains task graphs are generated with between 2 and 5 parallel
chains (chosen uniformly at random) of length between 2
and 5 (chosen uniformly at random) and node/edge-weights
drawn from the same clipped Gaussian distribution. Randomly
weighted networks are complete graphs with between 3 and
5 nodes (chosen uniformly at random) and node/edge-weights
drawn from the same clipped Gaussian distribution. Finally,
the network communication strengths are scaled to achieve
the desired CCR of either 1/5, 1/2, 1, 2, or 5. The cycles
dataset is based on the cycles scientific workflow [13] and
represents a multi-crop, multi-year agro-ecosystem model for
simulating crop production. For each workflow, the runtime
of each task, input/output sizes in bytes, and speedup factor
(compute speed) for each machine are available from public
execution trace information3. We set communication strengths
to be homogeneous so that the average CCR is 1

5 ,
1
2 , 1, 2,

or 5 (resulting in five different datasets). Figure 2 shows an
example in trees, out trees, chains, and cycles task graph.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we discuss the results of running each of the
72 schedulers on 20 datasets (4 dataset types and 5 CCRs).
Each dataset consists of 100 problem instances. All schedulers
that are pareto optimal for at least one of the evaluated datasets
are listed in Table I. There are 24 such schedulers (48 of the
72 total schedulers evaluated were strictly dominated by at
least one other scheduler for every dataset).

A pareto-optimal scheduler is one such that no other sched-
uler has both a lower average makespan ratio and a lower
average runtime ratio on a given dataset. Figure 3a depicts the
pareto-optimal schedulers for each dataset. Each subplot has
24 markers (one for each pareto-optimal scheduler) but only
the schedulers that are pareto optimal for each dataset are
colored blue. For example, for the dataset in trees ccr 0.2
(in trees with CCR=1/5), two schedulers that are pareto-
optimal for another dataset are strictly dominated by another
scheduler for this dataset (and so are colored red). Figure 3b
serves as a kind of legend for the scatter plot. Each cell rep-
resents the pareto-optimal scheduler’s rank compared to other
pareto-optimal schedulers for the same dataset with respect to
its runtime ratio. For each dataset, the scheduler labeled 1 is
that with the least runtime ratio (furthest blue marker to the left
in the corresponding scatter plot in Figure 3a). Because it is
pareto-optimal, this also indicates it has the highest makespan
ratio of pareto-optimal schedulers for the dataset (and so is also
the highest blue marker in the corresponding scatter plot in
Figure 3a). Blank cells indicate that the scheduling algorithm
is not pareto-optimal for the dataset. Thus, schedulers that have

3https://github.com/wfcommons/pegasus-instances,
https://github.com/wfcommons/makeflow-instances

consistently low order numbers (like Sufferage) are pareto-
optimal mostly (or entirely) due to their low runtimes and
not due to their low makespan ratios. Results indicate that
these are scheduling algorithms that are fast, but not very
performant. On the other hand, scheduling algorithms that
have consistently high order numbers (like HEFT) are pareto-
optimal mostly (or entirely) due to their low makespan ratios
despite higher runtimes. These algorithms are performant, but
slower in generating schedules.

A. Effects of Algorithmic Components

In this section, we study the effect that different algorithmic
components have on performance and runtime. Figure 4 sug-
gests that, across all datasets, the priority function has a small
effect on makespan ratio with UpwardRanking just slightly
out-performing ArbitraryTopological and CPoPRanking. Sim-
ilar results for the append-only and sufferage components are
shown in Figures 6 and 8. Figure 5 indicates that while the
Quickest comparison function is clearly the least performant,
EFT and EST have roughly similar performance across all
datasets. Figure 7 shows that critical path reservation tends
to increase makespan ratios and, more dramatically, increase
runtime ratios, suggesting that critical path reservation, in
general, is a poor strategy. Recall, however, that Table I
from the previous section though, does indicate that there are
datasets for which critical path reserving schedulers are pareto-
optimal. This suggests that the effects of these components
might be dataset-specific.

We do, in fact, observe in some cases quite different behav-
ior for individual datasets. For example, Figure 9 depicts the
effect of the comparison function on the makespan and runtime
ratios for the cycles ccr 5 dataset (cycles task graphs with
CCR=5). The Quickest comparison function, which performs
generally terribly compared to EFT and EST for other datasets,
outperforms EFT and EST by a large margin! The dataset
isn’t the only thing that interacts with the effects of algo-
rithmic components, though. Figure 10 depicts a few of the
more interesting interactions between algorithmic components
(averaged over all datasets). Figure 10a depicts an interac-
tion between the append only and initial priority parameters,
suggesting that the combination of append only=True and
intial priority=CPoPRanking has a more detrimental effect
on the makespan ratio that either of the parameters do by
themselves. In other words, the append-only strategy is par-
ticularly bad when using the CPoPRanking priority function.
Figure 10b shows that the Quickest comparison function is
generally bad but less so on communication-heavy applications
(those with high CCR). Figure 10c shows that it is also a
particularly bad comparison function for the out trees datasets.
Figure 10d suggests that the small difference in the makespan
ratio for schedulers that do critical path reservation may be
due almost entirely to how critical path reservation increases
makespan ratios for in trees datasets. Plots for the individual
effects and interactions between algorithmic components can
be found in the appendix.

https://github.com/wfcommons/pegasus-instances
https://github.com/wfcommons/makeflow-instances
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Fig. 2: Example task graphs for each of the datasets evaluated.

component initial priority append only compare critical path sufferage
scheduler
EFT Ins AT ArbitraryTopological False EFT False False
EFT Ins AT Suf ArbitraryTopological False EFT False True
EST Ins AT ArbitraryTopological False EST False False
EST Ins AT Suf ArbitraryTopological False EST False True
EST Ins CP AT ArbitraryTopological False EST True False
MCT [9] ArbitraryTopological True EFT False False
Sufferage [11] ArbitraryTopological True EFT False True
EFT App CP AT ArbitraryTopological True EFT True False
EST App AT ArbitraryTopological True EST False False
EST App AT Suf ArbitraryTopological True EST False True
MET [9] ArbitraryTopological True Quickest False False
EFT Ins CR CPoPRanking False EFT False False
EFT Ins CR Suf CPoPRanking False EFT False True
EST Ins CR CPoPRanking False EST False False
EST Ins CR Suf CPoPRanking False EST False True
EFT App CR Suf CPoPRanking True EFT False True
HEFT [5] UpwardRanking False EFT False False
EFT Ins UR Suf UpwardRanking False EFT False True
EST Ins UR UpwardRanking False EST False False
EST Ins UR Suf UpwardRanking False EST False True
EFT App UR UpwardRanking True EFT False False
EFT App UR Suf UpwardRanking True EFT False True
EST App UR UpwardRanking True EST False False
EST App UR Suf UpwardRanking True EST False True

TABLE I: All scheduling algorithms that were pareto-optimal for at least one evaluated dataset (24 of 72 schedulers). All other
schedulers (48 of 72) were strictly dominated by another algorithm in every dataset.
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(a) Markers represent scheduling algorithms that are pareto-optimal for at least one of the evaluated datasets.
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Fig. 3: Pareto-optimal scheduling algorithms for each dataset.
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Fig. 4: Effect of the initial priority function on the makespan
and runtime ratios over all datasets. UR stands for Up-
wardRanking, AT for ArbitraryTopological, and CR for
CPoPRanking.
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Fig. 6: Effect of the insertion vs. append-only scheme on the
makespan and runtime ratios over all datasets.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a generalized parametric list
scheduling approach for studying the individual and combined
effects of different algorithmic components. We evaluated 72
algorithms produced by combining five different algorithmic
components on 20 datasets and presented results on the indi-
vidual and combined effects of these components on average
performance and runtime across all datasets. We also discuss
how these results differ for individual datasets, suggesting that
the way algorithmic components interact with each other is
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Fig. 7: Effect of the critical path reservation on the makespan
and runtime ratios over all datasets.
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Fig. 8: Effect of the sufferage selection scheme on the
makespan and runtime ratios over all datasets.
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Fig. 9: Effect of the comparison function on the makespan and
runtime ratios for the cycles ccr 5 dataset (cycles task graphs
with CCR=5).

problem-dependent (i.e., depends on the task graph structure,
whether or not the application is communication or computa-
tion heavy, etc.). This work opens many avenues for future
research. First, this work can be extended by considering
new algorithmic components (e.g., k-depth lookahead), new
implementations for the five current algorithmic components,
and other datasets. In particular, it would be interesting to see
more results for application-specific datasets like cycles.

In this paper, we compared algorithms using the traditional
benchmarking approach, whereby we ran each scheduler on
different datasets. It has been shown that this approach, while
certainly useful, can be misleading in some instances [14].
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Fig. 10: Interactions Between Algorithmic Components

An adversarial approach to comparing algorithms was recently
proposed to address this. It may be interesting to evaluate the
scheduling algorithms and algorithmic components using this
approach.
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